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Abstract — This paper proposes a Driver Assistance System 

with the capability of Traffic Sign and Traffic Light 

Detection from complex background images in a real-time 

environment with high efficiency. The proposed methodology 

aims to design an intelligent and self-sufficient model to 

extract the traffic sign and traffic light from a complex 
natural image using a camera with the help of Image 

Processing and Machine Learning. To make the traffic sign 

recognition perform efficiently in a real-time environment, a 

Machine Learning Model is trained with actual traffic sign 

data, i.e., images of real-life traffic signs. Traffic Lights are 

detected using color and shape differentiation techniques to 

extract a traffic post from the background and then extract 

the light from the post. This model can easily be installed in 

any vehicle with a mounted camera on the front or be a part 

of a more sophisticated vehicle controlling system. It will 

recognize traffic lights and road signs and then accordingly 

instruct the required actions to the driving agent, especially 
helpful for drivers suffering from color-blindness or 

dyslexia. 

Keywords — Driver Assistance System, Iterative End-Point 

Fit Algorithm, Traffic Sign Recognition, Traffic Light 

Recognition, Support Vector Machine (SVM) 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Over the last decades, technology has come a long 

way, with automation playing a crucial role in making many 

of these advances feasible. Transportation is one such field 

that has been highly influenced by automation. Across all 

countries of the world, critical information on the road's 

condition and limitation is provided to drivers as visual 

signals, such as traffic lights and traffic signs. They play a 

vital part in road infrastructure by providing navigational 
information about the current state of the route, limitations, 

warnings, notices, and other valuable information for 

navigation purposes. This information is encoded in the 

visual features of traffic signs and lights like symbols, colors, 

and shapes. Neglecting or failing to spot these traffic lights 

or signs can lead directly or indirectly to an accident[1][2]. In 

these scenarios, if there is a driver assistance system installed 
in the vehicle, it will compensate for the potential inattention 

or negligence of the driver by helping him obey the traffic 

rules and thereby making driving safer and easier. This paper 

proposes a driver assistance system which is an intelligent 

system that is installed inside the vehicle to assist the driver 

while driving in multiple ways. It can be used to provide 

vital information to the driver about the closure and blockage 

of roads ahead, speed limits, diversions, and traffic lights, 

etc. This system is capable of detecting traffic signs and 

traffic lights from complex background images in a high-

performance real-time environment. The proposed model is 

designed using concepts and techniques to maintain high 
efficiency on high-end as well as low-end hardware, i.e., 

Physical Camera. Traffic Road Sign and Traffic Light 

detection is a fairly complex procedure and requires 

extensive training and testing due to the high risk of failure 

or misclassifications. The process of detection works in three 

phases: 1) Pre-processing of an image using Image 

Processing. 2) Localization of the image of the Traffic 

Sign/Light in the Detection phase. 3) Predicting the Label of 

the extracted image of the Traffic Sign or Light using 

Machine Learning in the Recognition phase. An overview of 

the Traffic Light and Traffic Road Sign detection is shown in 
Figure 1, which explains the Process flow starting from the 

image input from cameras and output to the environment 

through a speaker. The architecture proposed in Figure 1 

showcases the concepts and methods used in our approach in 

Traffic Sign and Traffic Light detection. 
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Fig. 1: Architecture of Driver's Assistance System with Traffic Sign and Traffic Light Recognition 

 

 
Two separate Cameras are used for both Traffic Sign 

and Traffic Light detection to avoid any detection errors. Pre-

processing phase deals with preparing the frames received 

from the Camera for the detection phase. This includes 

concepts of Color Thresholding, Edge Detection (LOG 
method), and Binarization applied to an HSV Color 

Space[3][4][5]. Localization is performed on the processed 

frame to extract the region of interest, i.e., Traffic Sign or 

Light. Localization works by finding large-sized connected 

contours and using these contours to find the shape of the 

Sign or to detect the Traffic Light post. After the Image is 

localized and the Traffic Sign is detected, the Image is 

converted to HOG (Histogram of Oriented Gradients) feature 

description, which is then passed for prediction of Traffic 

Sign to an SVM model. 

 

II. MOTIVATIONS 

Driving is a pretty arduous task and requires the 

driver to maintain constant undivided attention to the driving 

environment for a long time. This may include roads, traffic 

conditions, road signs, other vehicles, weather conditions, 

and a bunch of other factors. With so much to process, it is 

very easy to get distracted due to some external factors. The 

National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) 

findings show that 94% of major accidents are caused due to 

human error, such as drunk or distracted driving [6] [7] [8] 

[9]. 

It is very common for the driver to miss reading 
traffic Signs or Traffic Lights as both of this information are 

generally at the sides of the road, and the driver is typically 

focused on the road and other vehicles on the road. 

The findings of a study by Pilar Tejero et al., 2018 [10] 

show that people with dyslexia may have trouble reading 

traffic signs when driving. When attempting to read traffic 

signals, people with dyslexia read them less accurately and 
had a harder time maintaining a consistent speed. 

Additionally, these issues are exacerbated when the time 

available to read the traffic sign is insufficient due to driving 

task-related variables. Moreover, in the results of research by 

Izautino P. Oliveira et al., 2015 [11], it is revealed that color-

blind people do not feel safe driving alone in critical 

situations; in these cases, they always travel with friends or 

family who can aid them in traffic. 

Through our research, we aim to develop a Driving 

Assistance System to detect traffic signs and traffic lights 

from the environment and inform the driver of the same to 
relieve the driver of fatigue of searching Traffic Signs and 

Traffic Lights. 

 

III. IMPLEMENTATION 

A. Pre-Processing Phase 

Traffic road sign and Traffic light detection is a pretty 

complex task and thus has a very small margin of error. 

Designing a model that performs Traffic sign and light 

detection that works in real-time environment with high 

accuracy requires having a way to focus on the Region where 

the Traffic Sign/Light is present and avoid any noise in the 

frames. Pre-processing phase deals with exactly that and 
prepares the image for the detection phase. The Pre-

processing phase is used to filter the image so that 
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Background of the Image can be minimized and the Traffic 

Sign or Traffic Light, if present, can be highlighted fromthe 

complex Image. Frames are extracted from the input video 

and used as input for the model. Since the detection process 

is a heavy process, frame resolution is decreased to 640 X 
480 to make the process faster. 

 
Fig. 2: Pre-processing phase flow diagram 

 

a) Noise Removal 

A traffic sign or light detection model operating in real 

life has to deal with various disturbances in the image 

frames. These noises need to be smoothed out so that the 

next steps in the process, like edge detection, do not form 
unwanted boundaries of the image. Noise has a significantly 

negative impact on edge detection as it can make a pixel of 

the image look very different from its surrounding pixels 

and thus form an inaccurately high amount of unwanted 

edges. 

Gaussian Filter is used to removing these unwanted 

details and noise from the image. Gaussian filter is a low-

pass filter that convolves the image with a user-defined or 
predefined Gaussian kernel[12]. It is preferred over other 

low-pass filters as, in contrast to uniform filters like Mean 

filter, which computes weighted average uniformly over the 

whole image, Gaussian filter computes the average of pixel 

values weighted more toward the center in the neighborhood 

of current pixel, which leads to more preserved edges and 

better noise reduction. This property of Gaussian Filtering 

makes it a very useful method in the Object detection 

domain. 

The proposed approach uses a 2-D isotropic convolution 

gaussian filter to blur or smooth the image for noise removal 

of the given form with a standard deviation (σ) of 1. 

 

𝐺(𝑥, 𝑦) =
1

2𝜋𝜎2
ⅇ

−
𝑥2+𝛾2

2𝜎2  

 

A Gaussian kernel of size 3 X 3 is used, which is a 

square array of pixel values corresponding to the values of 

the 2-D isotropic gaussian curve. The idea of performing a 

Gaussian filter is to compute a weighted average of the pixel 

in the neighboring area. Our current pixel is carried out by a 

sliding window approach in which the non-uniform kernel is 

slid over parts of the image and smoothing the image by 
computing the average based on the isotropic curve. 

 

b) Edge Detection 

A traffic sign or light has to be separated from the 

boundary in order to be detected. For the sign or light to be 

detected, its boundaries need to be found. Edge detection is 

performed to find these boundaries by highlighting the edges 

between areas with comparatively distinctive properties. 

The Laplacian of Gaussian (LOG) technique is used for 

edge detection. The LOG approach is a 2-step process 
involving 1) a Laplacian operator being applied over 2) a 

Gaussian Filter on the image in a single pass. The 

importance of the Gaussian Filter has been explained in 

section 3.1. The Edge Detection process works most 

efficiently when the image is in grayscale color space. The 

Laplacian operator, when applied to an image, highlights the 

pixel regions with sharp changes in intensity between a pixel 

and its neighbors, which are used to form a distinctive 

region separated by boundaries. 

𝐿(𝑥, 𝑦) =
𝜕2𝐼

𝜕𝑥2
+

𝜕2𝐼

𝜕𝑦2
 

 

The Laplacian is an isotropic operator which calculates a 

2nd order spatial derivative of an image [13]. The function 

shown above gives an output of zero (represents color black) 

for the pixel region with constant intensity or no change. 
However, for the regions with rapid change in intensity, it 

results in a positive value when moving from a lighter pixel 

to a darker pixel color and vice-versa [14][15][16]. 

Other Edge Detection operators like Sobel or Gradient 

operators are slower in comparison to Laplacian operators; 

they use multiple kernels and require many iterations to 

detect edges, whereas Laplacian uses only one kernel and a 

single pass hence providing better performance speed. 

Laplacian Operator works along with a Gaussian filter 

as a sliding window technique in a single pass where 

Gaussian filter removes unnecessary noises from the 

window and Laplacian operator then highlights the edges in 

the same window. The combined formula for the Laplacian 

of Gaussian Operation is shown below. 

 

𝐿𝑜𝐺(𝑥, 𝑦) = −
1

𝜋𝜎4
[1 −

𝑥2 + 𝑦2

2𝜎2
] ⅇ

−
𝑥2+𝑦2

2𝜎2  
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Fig. 3: Edge Detection with and without Gaussian Blur 

Once the edges are highlighted in the grayscale color 

space, to further highlight the more significant edges from 

the faint once, the image is binarized, i.e., all pixel 

intensities below a certain threshold are converted to 0 

(numerical representation of black), and the rest is converted 
to 255 (numerical representation of white). 

 

Bin(x, y) = {
1   𝑖𝑓 𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑦(𝑥, 𝑦)  ≥ 𝑇ℎ𝑟ⅇ𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑

0   𝑜𝑡ℎⅇ𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠ⅇ
 

B. Detection Phase 

Once the pre-processing phase has prepared the phase 

for the detection phase, the image has already been 

binarized, and the edges have been highlighted. However, it 

is possible that many edges that are highlighted in the pre-

processing phase are formed by undesired colors that are not 

present in traffic signs and traffic lights. In the Detection 

Phase, Various techniques like color masking, contour 
detection, and shape analysis have been explained. Working 

on them for Traffic signs and Traffic Light detection will be 

discussed in the later sections. 

 

a) Color Masking 

As explained earlier, undesired colors need to be 

removed from the background in order to make the detection 

process faster and more accurate. Color masking is one of 

the most efficient methods for extracting the region of our 

interests based on color differentiation. The regions with the 

required color(s) can be separated from the rest of the image 

by applying a color mask corresponding to the desired color. 

Usually, an image is represented in the RGB (Red, 

Green, and Blue) color space. However, RGB is highly 

sensitive to lighting conditions, hence is inefficient and 

error-prone for the task of object detection. Hence, it is 

preferred to convert the image from default RGB to HSV 

(Hue, saturation, Value) color space. HSV allows ranges of 

different illuminations of a particular color, which decreases 

the effect of varying lighting conditions expected in the real 

environment and thus, provides better object detection [17]. 

 

 
Fig. 4: Color Masking applied on a bottle cap 

 

The process of Color Masking or Color Filtering 

consists of 2 steps: 1) Creating a color mask and 2) 

Applying the mask to the image [18]. At first, a mask is 

created, which consists of a single color or a combination of 

multiple colors. The mask is created using a range of Hue, 

Saturation, and Value. The mask is finally created when the 

range is applied to the original colored image that converts 
the regions in the image which fall in the range of the mask 

as white, denoting true areas in the mask, whereas other 

areas are converted to black denoting false areas. Thus, the 

mask contains white pixels where desired color(s) is present, 

and the rest of the image is black. In the second step, the 

mask is applied to the pre-processed image using a bitwise 

AND operation, which compares the mask image and the 

original image and extracts the pixels from the original 

image, which are of white color value in the mask image. 

Figure 4 explains the process of Color Masking on a Traffic 

Sign. 

b) Object Identification and Extraction using Contour 

Features 

Color Masking makes the image free of the unwanted 

background, but still, we need to find the Traffic Sign/Light 

in the image.  Contour detection is the first step towards 
locating the region of interest from the background, be it a 

Traffic  Sign or a Traffic Light. 

𝑀𝑖𝑗 =  ∑ ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑦𝑗

𝑦𝑥

 

𝐴𝑟ⅇ𝑎 𝑜𝑓 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑜𝑢𝑟 = 𝑀00 

𝐶ⅇ𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑖𝑑 {�̅�, �̅�} =  {
𝑀10

𝑀00

,
𝑀01

𝑀00

} 

The iterative End-Point Fit Algorithm is used for the 
process of detecting shapes of the contours. [19]. The idea 

behind this algorithm is to find a similarly connected curve 

with a smaller number of points than the original curve, 

which is achieved by recursively dividing the curve into 

smaller parts which are then rejoined as a straight line to 

reform a single connected component in each iteration [20]. 

The extent to which a curve will be straightened depends 

upon the tolerance factor (ε). The shape is then computed by 

counting the number of sides in the resulting connected 

component. For example, a triangular shape has three sides, 

as shown in Figure 5. 
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Fig. 5: Iterative End-Point Fit Algorithm applied to the 

triangle-like object 

This algorithm is quite efficient while finding shapes 

with finite sides but has low accuracy in finding non-edged 

shapes like a circle. Traffic Lights and some Traffic Signs 

are circular in shape; therefore, a different method has been 

used for detecting circular shapes [21]. 

To detect circles, the distance of each point on the 

contour is calculated from its centroid (calculated using 

Image Moments), and the maximum distance is computed. 

This maximum distance is used to find the mean variation of 

the distances of all other points with respect to the maximum 

distance. The object with a mean value above the given 

threshold is identified as a circle-shaped object. 

As a real-life application, if more than a Traffic sign or 

Traffic Light is present in the image at different distances, 

the one nearer to the vehicle should be given preference over 

the farther one. As explained earlier in Image Moments, the 

0th Moment of an object gives the area of the object; this 

value can be used to estimate the distance of the object and 

also to compare which Traffic Sign or Light is closer to the 

vehicle. 

 Traffic Sign Detection 

As per NHTSA guidelines, Traffic Signs are always 

bounded with Red and Blue colored boundaries. Hence, red 

and blue color masks are applied to the image so as to 

extract the traffic signs from the pre-processed image. The 

range of Hue, Saturation, and value for both red and blue are 

set so as to achieve similar detection efficiency in varying 

lighting conditions.  

 
Fig. 6: Traffic Sign Detection flow diagram 

 

 
 

Fig. 7: Color mask applied on a Traffic Sign 

 

Figure 7 illustrates the use of a Color Mask to Filter out 

colors from Traffic Sign Images. Even after color masking, 

some unwanted boundaries still remain that are not small 

enough to be considered as noise but not big enough to be 

considered for detection. These components are considered 

small components and are needed to be removed from the 

background. Hence, a component size threshold is set, and 
any component below the size of the given threshold is 

removed from the image.  

Traffic signs are available in certain shapes, each 

denoting different actions. For example, Triangle-shaped 

traffic Signs are used to denote Cautionary Actions, and 

Round shaped signs are used to denote Regulatory actions. 

Hence, we have used contours features for finding contours 

and identifying shapes for traffic sign detection. 

 

 
Fig. 8: Contour (blue color) is shown around a Traffic 

Sign 

Figure 8 shows the main contour drawn around the 
Traffic Sign Image.  

After finding all contours, Iterative End-Point Fit 

Algorithm is used to detect if the found contours resemble 

the shape of a Traffic sign, i.e., Circle, Triangle, Square, or 

Hexagon. The Contour is considered a traffic sign only if its 

shape is detected to be matching the mentioned criteria.  

As previously explained, if there is more than one 

Traffic Sign in an image, the area of the identified signs is 

compared so that the Traffic Sign, which is greater in size 

and also greater than a certain threshold, is extracted while 
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others are ignored. Once the Traffic sign is detected, a 

cropped image of the region, including the Traffic Sign, is 

sent to the recognition phase. 

 

 Traffic Light Detection 

Similar to Traffic Sign Detection, Color Masking is 

performed in the first step of Traffic Light detection to 
extract the regions with yellow or black color as the traffic 

signposts containing the traffic lights are generally of either 

yellow or black color.  

Traffic Posts are rectangular in shape with a positive 

height to width ratio. A range of ratio between height and 

width is used to detect the rectangular shape of Traffic Light, 

which provides the most accurate results with the least false 

negatives and false positives. The contours found meeting 
these shape requirements are considered as Traffic Posts. 

Among these identified traffic posts, the largest sized post is 

cropped and used for further traffic light detection process. 

 

 
Fig. 9: Traffic Light detection flow diagram 

 

 
Fig. 10: Color mask applied on a Traffic Light 

 

Figure 10 illustrates the use of a Color Mask to filter out 
colors from Traffic Light images.  

There are three types of traffic lights; Red for `Stop', 

Green for `GO', and Yellow for `Wait'. From the cropped 

traffic post image, the active color of the traffic light is 

detected. Another Color Masking is performed in all three 

cases: 1) Red mask is used for detection of Red Light, 2) a 

Green mask is used for detection of Green Light, and 3) a 

Yellow mask is used for detection of Yellow Light. After 

extracting the respective colored region for each case, 

contours are found, and if there exists a circular shape within 

the traffic post greater than a certain threshold, the traffic 
light is detected.[22] 

To improve the accuracy and reduce errors in the 

detection of traffic lights, the cropped image is sent to the 

recognition phase. 

C. Recognition Phase 

The Recognition receives the cropped image from the 

Detection phase. The Recognition Phase is a Machine 

Learning Model trained using Support Vector Machine 
(SVM), which classifies the Traffic Signs and Traffic Lights 

and labels them.  

 
Fig. 11: Traffic Sign Recognition flow diagram 

 

 Traffic Sign Recognition  

The detection phase for traffic signs dealt with 

localizing and detecting the region was and whether the 

traffic sign existed in the image. The main role of the 

recognition phase is to classify the detected traffic sign into 

different Traffic Sign Classes like Stop sign, No Parking 

sign, etc., using a machine learning model. Before the image 

can be sent to the Machine Learning SVM model for 

classification, the cropped image needs to be converted into 

its HOG Description [23]. Before HOG conversion, the 

image is fit into the desired aspect ratio of 32 X 32 

Dimensions [24]. The various parameters required by the 
HOG descriptor for conversion are defined like window size 

as 20 X 20 and cell size as 10 X 10. HOG representation of 

Traffic signs can be seen in Figure 12.  
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Fig. 12: HOG representation of a cropped Traffic Sign 

 

 
Fig. 13: Classification of Traffic Sign using SVM 

 

After converting the image to its HOG representation, 

the image is provided as input to the SVM model for 

classification [25]. And then, after the successful recognition 
of class for the traffic sign, a green bounding box is drawn 

around the traffic sign with its class label on the original 

image. Figure 13 shows the recognized Traffic Sign using 

SVM and HOG.  

 

 Traffic Light Recognition  

In contrast to the traffic sign recognition where the 

classification was done to find the Traffic Sign label, the 

recognition phase in the traffic light is mainly concerned 

with confirming whether the detection phase result and SVM 

model output are the same or not [26]. This will help in 

improving the accuracy of detection and reduce the number 
of false positives of the model. Similar to traffic sign 

recognition, the cropped image from the Detection Phase is 

converted to its HOG representation before passing it to the 

SVM for classification. Since the Aspect ratio of a 

rectangular Traffic Post is not symmetrical, the HOG 

parameters and the aspect ratio is defined accordingly.  

 

 
Fig. 14: HOG representation of a cropped Traffic Light 

 

 
Fig. 15: Classification of Traffic Light using SVM 

 

The HOG descriptor of the image preserves the shape of 

the image, which is used to confirm the detected location of 

the colored light in traffic post as the HOG descriptor of the 

image works on gradients of color intensity and thus 

preserves the shape and structure of the traffic signpost and 

colored circle of traffic light inside the post. HOG 

representation of traffic light can be seen in Figure 14. Since 

the detection has already determined the Traffic Light, 

which is active, the recognition phase makes sure that the 

result of the detection phase and the output of the SVM 
model is in accordance.  

Since the HOG representation of the image is based on 

the change in intensity and not on the color, the SVM model 

predicts the traffic light using the relative positioning of the 

Traffic Light circle and the post. Figure 15 shows the 

recognized Traffic Light using SVM and HOG. 

IV. DATASET DESCRIPTION 
The dataset is composed of images from the Udacity Self-

Driving Car Simulator and the LISA Dataset. For traffic 
signs, we used nine classes, with eight of them being traffic 

signs and the final one being erroneous visuals that may be 

classified as traffic signs. Similarly, for traffic lights, we 

used four classes, with three of them being traffic lights and 

the final one being erroneous visuals that may be classified 

as traffic lights. A total of 1680 images were used with a split 

ratio of 70% train, 15% validation, 15% test images. 

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
A Traffic Sign and Traffic Light detection system has 

been successfully trained and tested. The SVM Machine 

Learning Model has been trained with images of different 

Traffic Signs and Traffic Lights, and the Generated Model is 
used to Detect Traffic Signs or Light from the Complex 

Natural Environment. The system has been tested against a 

good number of Globally Standard Traffic Signals and 

Traffic Light Designs. Tests are made at various angles and 

lighting conditions for a reliable accuracy score. Tables 

representing detection metrics of Traffic Signs and Traffic 

Lights in various environmental conditions is shown in 

Figure 16 and Figure 17 below:  
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Fig. 16: Evaluation metrics for Traffic Sign Model 

The proposed system depicts a slightly better detection 

accuracy for circular-shaped traffic signs (≈96% to ≈98%) 

than triangular-shaped signs (≈92% to ≈94%) due to a 

smaller Region of Interest in the triangular signs. Also, the 

system had a very high accuracy in detecting traffic signs 

with solid fill inside the shape (≈98%). The detection 
accuracy of the model does not reduce even in the case of 

similar-looking traffic signs like No Parking (96.54%) and 

Horn Prohibited (96.05%).  

For Traffic Light, the detection accuracy for green light 

was 95.19% as compared to slightly less for red light 

(94.04%) and lesser for yellow light (90.96%). The reason 

for the relatively low accuracy for yellow light was the slight 

gradient difference between the Traffic Light and the Traffic 

Light post. The similarity between red and yellow colors at 

different lighting conditions also led to some false positives. 

 
Fig. 17: Evaluation metrics for Traffic Light Model 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 
A cost-efficient Traffic Road Sign and Traffic Light 

Detection System have been proposed in this paper capable 

of accurate detection using Real-Time Image Processing and 

Recognition. The aim of the research was to design a 

Detection and Recognition approach that can be 

implemented on low-end devices with processing power that 

cannot support the high-power requirements of Neural 

Networks. With this being the goal, every concept of image 

processing and object recognition applied in the proposed 

method has been optimally designed to ensure a minimal 

delay in the detection and recognition times without trading 
off on the high accuracy of detection required in an 

application of such nature. A high degree of pre-processing is 

performed on the image before the detection phase to 

minimize the search area and determine the Region of 

Interest (ROI) in the Image. Processes like Noise Removal 

and Small Components removal make sure that other heavier 

processes don't have to unnecessarily search for the region of 

interest in unimportant areas of an image and cost more time 

and processing. There is still some scope for future 

improvements:  

 

 The accuracy of detection and recognition can be 
increased in a moving vehicle with the help of object 

tracking. This will prevent the same sign or light from 

being detected again and its respective sound being 

played by the speaker. 

 Detection in cases of occlusions, shape deformation, and 

shadows can be improved. 
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